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Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear friends of Alpine Peace Crossing,

I will now take you on a journey through time, many thousands of kilometers. I have
chartered a virtual glider for all of us, a large one, so that we all have room together and can
see everything from above, without engine noise. So we can also hear the breathing of the
Jewish people on their long, difficult, often fear-filled flight from persecution and pogroms.
We start where they have to leave their homes - in Hungary, Romania, Poland, Ukraine,
Lithuania. We see 200,000 so-called "Eastern Jews" - women, men and also many children
who survived the Nazi terror (some of them even fled from as far as Uzbekistan) - fleeing to
Austria. Tamid Kadima - always forward - is their motto.
We see them coming in three great waves, first the young Zionists after the end of WW II in
1945, then the 100,000 Jews of the "Polish Exodus" after the terrible pogrom of Kielce on
July 4, 1946, in which 42 women, men and many children were brutally slain, lastly the
20,000 "famine refugees" from Romania, whom no one wants to take care of at first.
The years in Austria from 1945-1948 are also a bitter time for the "natives" with privations,
hunger, food stamps; but it is even more bitter for the Jews. They are (like hundreds of
thousands of “Sudeten-Germans“ who are expelled to Austria) "displaced persons" looking
for a new homeland, but no country (cf. Exodus by Leon Uris) wants them. Herzl's dream of
Eretz Israel, the "Promised Land", will be fulfilled for 80,000 of the 200,000, even if many of
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them are only "Zionists against their will". But for 8,000 of them, this dream will only be
fulfilled after an exhausting 15-hour hike across the Alps, the Jewish Exodus Krimml of 1947,
during which they will have to overcome 1,500 meters of ascent and 1,000 meters of steep
descent.
This hike is the heart of their continued escape from the atrocities in their countries of
origin, which we now focus on. At the same time, we know that immediately after crossing
the Alps, several thousand kilometers of truck/bus/train travel await them in Italy until they
board a rusty ship in one of the ports between Genoa, Brindisi and Bari. From there,
however, they still cannot land in Palestine: before that, it is again many thousands of
kilometers to Cyprus to another camp, fenced by barbed wire, for some even up to a year,
before they finally - after the foundation of the Jewish State on May 14, 1948 - enter Israel
legally, only to endure another war (against Arabs) immediately afterwards.
This is the historic context of our time travel, which we now continue. Even if some of you
should not be free from giddiness (for the "Krimml Jews" this would be a problem!), you
need not share their fear, however. We are strapped in our plane, we only need to observe
everything and, who wants, to empathize.
But let us first return to Vienna, where all 200,000 Jews are registered and receive initial
medical care at the former Rothschild Hospital on Währinger Gürtel.

Many also find accommodation there, albeit under chaotic conditions, because at times
7,000 to 8,000 people "spend the night" there makeshift, with a capacity of only 600 beds! It
was, incidentally, the only hospital in Vienna where Jews could still get medical help until the
end of 1942, when it became an SS hospital and all doctors (including Viktor Frankl) were
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deported to concentration camps. Only makeshift repaired after bomb hits, the Rothschild
Hospital nevertheless mutates into the first place of freedom for them, to take a breath of
relief in Austria after the privations before.

For 10 years, until 1955, Austria is divided into four occupation zones, with the unanimous
wish of all newcomers to be smuggled from the Russian to the American zone (Upper Austria
and Salzburg) at Enns. The Americans are at least temporarily tolerant of the Jews, while the
British (as the mandate power in Palestine) are decidedly hostile to the Jews, partly because
of the already great tensions with the Arabs there. The French do not show any clear
attitude at first, but finally, at the end of 1946, they comply with British pressure and close
all crossings for Jews, not only those to Italy (especially the Brenner Pass) or to Bavaria, but
also the inner-Austrian border between Salzburg and Tyrol near Hochfilzen. The Russians do
not actively help the Jews to escape, but want to get rid of them as quickly as possible, since
they see the "Jewish problem" as a strategic weakening of the Allies.
There are several DP camps for Jews in Upper Austria, but Salzburg becomes the real "hub"
for the Jews on their way to a new homeland. There are 7 camps in the city of Salzburg and
in Puch near Hallein (the well-known "Augustiner Bräustübl", a brewery inn, is also
converted into a transit camp with 3-bunk beds).
We now accompany those Jewish refugees who want to emigrate to Palestine to Saalfelden,
where (in today's Wallner barracks) the former DP camp Givat Avoda (Hebrew for "hill of
work") is located with a capacity of up to 3,500 people, as a "town within a town", because
Saalfelden has only 5,500 inhabitants at that time.
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In the camp various training programs are offered for some professions, people are also
prepared for their later life by Moshe Talit with language lessons in Hebrew, there is
gardening, carpentry, a kindergarten, a hospital and a school. We see a group of children
against the background of the Biberg mountain in Saalfelden, as they are cared for by Bilha
(Bella) Talit from Lithuania.
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At the end of 1946, the French occupation forces close the border, as mentioned above.
Only one escape route remains: over the Alps near Krimml, where Salzburg borders directly
on South Tyrol/Italy. It is only 10 km with 3 border crossings high up, the difficult HeiliggeistJöchl, the well-known steep Birnlücke at the end of the Krimml Achental valley and the
relatively less difficult but also exposed and very long crossing of the Krimml Tauern at a pass
height of 2,634 meters. All three routes are used for the escape, but this requires in all 3
cases first a 5-hour hike (at night) from Krimml to the Krimmler Tauernhaus. The most
frequently used route after that is then the 18 km from the Krimml Lodge over the Krimmler
Tauern in the second night without any lighting - in order not to be discovered - with an
arrival usually only at 3 o'clock in the morning in Kasern in the South Tyrolean Ahrntal –
Aurina Valley.
To get from Givat Avoda to Krimml requires a 4-hour truck ride with about 60 women, men
and children crammed into the back of each of the 4 trucks (2 belong to the camp and 1
truck each is rented from the companies Geiger in Saalfelden and Koidl in Mittersill).

We see one of these trucks against the backdrop of the “Steinernes Meer“, again with Bilha
Talit. Bilha has a key function in the DP camp as a quaestor. She speaks 6 languages and is
therefore the key contact point for multilingual communication in the camp. She organizes
the trucks and arranges the food for all transports to Krimml, for up to 250 people two or
three times every week, and some times she even makes the whole trip herself with the
survivors all the way to Kasern!
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At 10 o'clock at night we leave Saalfelden, at 2 o'clock in the morning we reach Krimml, the
gendarme there has the instruction "do not look out of the window!". It goes steeply up
along the thundering waterfalls, then follows a long "Hatscher" to the Krimml Lodge, where
some of us already exhausted arrive only at 7 am. Around the house we rest. The
Tauernhaus innkeeper Liesl Geisler lovingly takes care of everyone, especially the little ones,
for whom she washes diapers and feeds them with “Mehlpapperl“. Around 5 p.m. we set off
and again it is the legendary mountain guide Viktor Knopf who leads us safely - mostly with
his Polish co-mountain guide Bolec Chojnacki. We are poorly equipped, it is still light on the
way to the Windbachalm.
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The next photo with Viktor Knopf and the "Jewish Procession" behind him makes me really
happy: I discovered it only a few years ago, it is taken exactly there at the (so perceived by
me) "biblically most beautiful Alpine meadow" in the Krimml Achental Valley, where we
install 70 years later (2017) the Grove of Flight.

More of this a little later, because we are still on the way in our glider, for the time being to
the end of the Windbach valley, where it then becomes quite steep. Soon it gets dark, we
stumble more than we walk, and some snowfields still have to be overcome until we finally
reach the top of the pass before midnight. We hold our breath. Will the carabinieris let us
pass? Will they shoot at us? We know that some bigger groups were sent back to the
Tauernhaus, they had to do the whole hike 2-3 times (or even evade via the Heilig-GeistJöchl). From the top of the pass it is another 3-4 hours steep down to Kasern in the darkness.
Many children and babies are with us, some women are heavily pregnant.
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Everyone is "finished" on arrival, even the stronger young men, because they have carried
the children in their arms or on their shoulders. Jeeps and minibuses disguised as Red Cross
cars take the sick from Kasern to Merano for recuperation, the others are brought via Milano
towards Mediterranean ports, again many thousands of kilometers.
It is the Bricha that helps us. This is the private but nevertheless very visible Jewish
"underground" aid organization with a Europe-wide network and with the Zionist goal of
enabling as many Jews as possible to flee to Palestine/Israel, and to "smuggle" especially
young men, women and families there, to build the new state. (That it hardly cares less for
the elderly or sick gives rise to criticism).
For us, too, the Bricha organized everything in the best possible way, with chutzpah towards
the Austrian and Allied authorities, with skill in forging documents and identity cards, and
with small "gifts" (cigarettes and canned food) for the border guards, in order to win them
over as supporters, or at least as "enablers".
Austria-wide there are 150 people in the service of the Bricha in 25 "points". In Salzburg
there are camps also in Bad Gastein, Strobl and St. Gilgen, among others, and it also provides
the 8 mountain guides for our crossing of the Krimml Tauern, starting in the second half of
May 1947.
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We see two of them here in front of the Krimml Lodge. They can also be seen in the photo of
the 18 members of the Bricha-Saalfelden, of whom we can successively identify more and
more with their specific tasks.
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One of them is the Viennese Jew Bernard Dov Protter (# 4 in the center right), born in 1922,
who emigrates to Palestine in 1938 to join 5 years later the "Jewish Brigade" fighting as part
of the British Army in 1944/45 in Italy against Nazi Germany. Soon after, he arrives at the
Saalfelden DP camp as one of the above-mentioned mountain guides. (His son Kal Weber is
with us in the hall today as a cameraman for our event.)
How many are there that we see crossing the Krimml Tauern in 1947? In any case, there are
many thousands. However, for security reasons, the Bricha does not keep any lists or
destroys them immediately. Therefore, no one can say exactly how many people arrived in
Kasern. In the literature, the estimate of 5,000 "Krimml Jews" is being found most often.
However, during the research for my planned book on APC and the background to the flight
of Jews from Eastern Europe, I found some sources that assume a higher number in a range
up to 10,000. I have therefore decided to get to the bottom of this question and can now
briefly report on the result of my research.
Many sources claim that the summer of 1947 was an exceptionally warm one, with little
precipitation. With the help of the Hydrographic Service of the Salzburg Provincial
Government, I can now present to you a graph from the archive, from which this is also
evident in a century comparison. Even more: my further research revealed that the year
1947 shows the summer of the century par excellence, because there is no second year with
similarly favorable mountain weather. 14 days later I was even able to inspect the daily
records of the measuring station at the Krimml Lodge of each month of 1947. Immediately I
recognized that these were from the innkeeper Bertl Scharfetter, the second husband of
Liesl Geisler.
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Today is June 21, 2022, a mild day; I can therefore report to you that on June 21, 1947, it
was also "beautiful" at the Tauernhaus. As you can see from the records of August 1947, it
was "beautiful, only partly cloudy, bright" on 23 days in this month, on 4 days it was "cloudy,
dull" and only on 4 days there was "rain" or "thunderstorms", whereby it rained only on 2
days also during the day. The amount of precipitation was only 72.4 mm for the whole
month, which further decreased to 45.9 mm in September. In October, there was only 10.4
mm at all, with only 1 day of rain.

It can therefore be scientifically proven that in the months in question for the Jewish Exodus
in 1947, from mid-May to the end of October, a crossing was possible at least every other
day due to fine weather.
Our Jewish refugees, therefore, with all the misfortune that befell them before, have at least
weather luck now. Based on a combination with other facts, as reported in particular by
Viktor Knopf and others, I can now justifiably say that there are probably at least 8,000
Jewish women, men and children who make the crossing from Krimml to Kasern.
One might be tempted to say that - with so many thousands - it doesn't matter whether
there are 5,000 or 8,000. But it does matter, because if we consider the short time period in
which all this took place, and what is more, in a precarious supply situation for all people in
Austria at that time, then this quantum leap to 8,000 has a special significance, which further
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increases the feat of those who stood by the refugees. Bilha Talit deserves special mention,
as well as the other 4 helpers in the next photo.

Liesl Geisler, the "mother of the refugees," as Viktor Knopf calls her, can be seen on the far
right. She works tirelessly, to the point of exhaustion, day and night, and not (only) for 5,000,
but for 8,000 people. The other three helpers are from the Bricha or, like Marko Feingold
(second from right) as close associate of this organization, who organizes the "supply" of
refugees from Salzburg, often every second or third day per week. Thus, groups of 150-250
people can be transported from Saalfelden to Krimml in 4 trucks every time. Viktor Knopf
(second from left) does an incredible job, often making the crossing twice a week, there and
back, in total guiding 3,000 people safely across the Alps. Today, his daughter Erna
Kaltenböck-Knopf is among us; how proud she can be of her father, who, as a Jewish
prisoner, was liberated from the notorious Ebensee camp by the Americans at the end of the
war!
Finally, but not least, Aba Gefen (far left) deserves high recognition. He is the head of the
Bricha in Salzburg, caring for about 125,000 of the 200,000 refugees described at the
beginning. His organizational talent has been confirmed time and again. Together with
Marko Feingold, he also checked as early as the fall of 1946 whether the long, arduous route
over the Krimml Tauern would be suitable for so many malnourished, weakened Holocaust
survivors. I met him personally in Israel in December 2007. As a partisan, he had fought the
Nazi Germans in Lithuania. In Bad Reichenhall near Salzburg he found happiness in his wife
Frida, as he told me. His wedding was hosted by Marko Feingold in the Stern-Bräu in
Salzburg in the fall of 1946; 250 guests were invited, 600 people came because word got
around that there was "something to eat".
I would also like to mention Asher Ben-Natan, the legendary head of Bricha Austria, as well
as his book DIE BRICHA, ein Fluchthelfer erinnert sich. He was born Arthur Piernikarz in
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Vienna and with his prudence, determination and persuasiveness he played a decisive role in
making the Bricha network so effective also for the "Krimml Jews". Later he is appointed as
first Israeli ambassador to Germany (he is tall and blue-eyed like Curt Jürgens, the model of
an "Aryan"). I will honor him and his wife Erika separately in my planned book.
Ladies and Gentlemen, dear friends: our journey through time has now come to an end, but
allow me to briefly tell you what happened afterwards and how Alpine Peace Crossing came
to be founded.
For a long time, nothing happened at all, because only a few people were aware of the
Krimml Exodus, and it also fits into Austria's image of the times to repress and forget
everything that could trigger unpleasant memories. Thus, even as late as 1997, on the
occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Krimml Jewish exodus, a scientific symposium was
organized in Salzburg, and in South Tyrol, too, the open-air art project Übergehen of our
special APC-friend Lois Steger was installed in Kasern. But these initiatives, too, remained
without reverberation.
It was then my mountain guide-friend Paul Rieder who drew my attention to the flight of the
Jews during a rock/ice climb of the Dreiherrenspitze. Consequently I decided to found APC in
2007 and to organize a peace/memorial hike to commemorate 60 years since 1947. I
dedicated APC to today's refugees of this world, because refugees are hardly wanted in
Austria (or in Europe) even today, just as Jews were not welcome anywhere after the war. I
invited Paul Rieder to be our mountain guide at the 1st APC, because it was he who put the
proverbial stone in my hands, which I then threw into the water where it is still drawing its
circles.

Here we see Paul in the Krimml Achental valley with contemporary witnesses who were
carried over the Krimml Tauern as children in 1947. I feel still connected to the then Israeli
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ambassador to Austria Dan Ashbel, who helped me in 2007 via an international radio
broadcast of the Jewish Diaspora to locate survivors even after 60 years.

Last year the APC Peace Hike was organized for the 15th time; several thousand people have
participated in our APC events in Pinzgau and Ahrntal since 2007, as well as in Vienna,
Salzburg and Tel Aviv. We recognize in the photo (1st row center) also the current Israeli
Ambassador to Austria Mordechai Rodgold with his wife Céline, who feels closely connected
with APC and will again be our Guest of Honor at the 16th APC this year from July 1-3.

A special highlight in 2021 was still the inauguration of the sculpture "King David's Harp" by
the Israeli artist Moshe Frumin in Saalfelden. Moshe spent his first elementary school year in
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Givat Avoda as a 6/7 year old; his Jewish-Polish mother Jehudit was a nurse who also worked
for the residents of Saalfelden.

Due to Covid, the APC Hike had to be cancelled in 2020. However, Robert Obermair and his
new APC board team did not miss the opportunity to explore the historic escape route for
themselves. We see in the photo the impressive wintery head of the Windbach Valley,
where at the end on the left the steep climb up to the Krimml Tauern begins.

In 2017, it was Austria’s State President Alexander Van der Bellen who came to Krimml as a
special Guest of Honor and speaker at the 11th APC. He hiked along with many current
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refugees in Austria (and the record number of 320 participants so far) to the Windbachalm.
"I am a refugee myself," he said.

In 2019, Robert Obermair became my successor as Chairman of APC. I am happy and grateful
that he and his Board team continue APC in my sense, enriched with their own impulses
such as the annual publications of the magazine Alpendistel and the radio program of the
same name under the aegis of deputy chairwoman Antonia Winsauer.
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Our annual APC Peace Forum (with outstanding personalities) on the eve of our Peace Hike is
also continuing, with Michael Kerbler as moderator during the past several years. The Krimml
Theater Hike, organized by Andreas Kosek with his Teatro Caprile, has become an impressive
addition to our APC events.
Let me now conclude my presentation by introducing you to the two outstanding cultural
projects of APC that were and are of particular importance to me. The first of them concerns
our APC Peace Pyramids which you can experience along the escape route from Krimml to
Kasern. They were installed by me together with Hans Nerbl in 2013/14 to give all people
who pause by them an impression of the feelings and fears that flowed through the "Krimml
Jews" in 1947. In 2021 we installed a further peace pyramid in Saalfelden at the former Givat
Avoda camp, at the starting point of the Jewish Exodus across the Alps.

Here we see the Saalfelden pyramid, together with the sculpture of Moshe Frumin, designed
by Alexander Oberhofer and dedicated by APC, together with Saalfelden sponsors, to the
survivors of Givat Avoda and their descendants. In the middle of the site is the memorial
stone - initiated by Sabine Aschauer-Smolik – at the entrance to the present Wallner
barracks, which was unveiled in 2007 at the start of the 1st APC. We feel it is very fitting that
there is a bus stop right next to the pyramid, where young and old are encouraged to reflect
on the times.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the mayors of Saalfelden and Krimml, Erich
Rohrmoser and Erich Czerny, as well as Andrea Mair of the TVB Krimml. They have supported
both ideally and financially all our projects, including the installation of the Peace Pyramids,
since the beginning of APC.
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The view from our Grove of Flight in the "biblical" meadow of the Krimml Achental to the
glaciated head of the valley may now clarify a special symbolism as a conclusion of my
speech. Judith Forthuber and Johann Lerch were my congenial partners when we planted 49
trees there. In 2017 the Grove of Flight was inaugurated in an inter-religious ceremony. 7 is a
lucky number in many cultures, which - raised to the square - should also express our wish
for today's 100 million refugees of this world that they too - just like the "Krimml Jews" - may
return unharmed to their homeland or find a new home, despite all the hardships and fears
they have endured.

EL: 17.9.22
NB: the above text is the revised, slightly expanded version of my lecture in Salzburg on
21.6.22. The layout is the work of Robert Obermair who selected the graphics and photos
together with me.
After my keynote speech, a panel discussion took place under the moderation of Robert
Obermair, with the historian Helga Embacher, the political scientist Anton Pelinka and me,
also with active participation of the audience.
At the end of the event I spoke the laudatio when Anton Pelinka was honored as the 4th
Honorary Member of APC. Robert Obermair presented him with the Honorary Certificate and
the large APC Commemorative Medal 2007 by the Krimml artist Helmut Zobl.
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